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Solutions to this sheet are due on 14.11.2016 (23:59:59). Please hand in a digital version of your an-
swers via e-mail. Do zip-compress your solutions. For questions please send mail or speak to me during
the exercises.
Note: If you copy text elements / code elements from other sources, clearly mark those elements and
state the source. Copying solutions from other students is prohibited. All of your files that belong to
your solution have to be contained in a single zip-compressed file which is named accordingly to the
following naming scheme:
<name> <surname> solution<XX>.zip. Replace <name> and <surname> with your actual
name and replace <XX>with the sheet number the solutions belong to. You can look up your results using
this link https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rXaCJHkN6Y4GMo4zx_tyi8cQi6snizYQMFpHKP_

8-WY/edit#gid=0

During this exercise sheet you will get more experience in C++ programming and especially define
your own datatype. There might be several cases for which you have to tell your compiler that it should
compile according to the c++11 standard. If you get stuck during solving the exercises send me an
email and I will try to help you. You can achieve 16 points in total.

Exercise 1.
In this exercise you will improve the previous lousy design, that we used to represents objects v ∈ Rn in
the last exercise sheet.

Create a user-defined type called MVec using class. Provide a private data member of type vector<double>
in order to store the mathematical vector entries. (2 P.)

a)

Provide implementations for the following useful constructors:

• MVec(size t size);

• MVec(size t size, double ival);

• MVec(initializer list<double> ilst); (look up std::initializer list on en.cppreference.com)

and set all other special member functions explicitly to default. (2 P.)

b)
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Take the functions that you have implemented in the exercise 1 of the last exercise sheet and make
them public member functions of MVec. (If necessary, adjust them accordingly.) The member
functions should have the following signatures:

• double euclideanLength();

• double scalarProduct(const vector<double>& other);

• MVec normalize();

• double euclideanDistance(const vector<double>& other); (2 P.)

c)

Finally, do as you would do in professional software development and separate your implementa-
tion of MVec into header and implementation file. That is, put the class definition (including the
member functions signatures) into a header file (.h) and put the implementations of the member
functions into a implementation file (.cpp). (It makes sense to name both files MVec, followed
by the specific file ending. If you would like to use the MVec type in another file, you now just
have to include the corresponding header file of MVec and use it, the linker will then do the rest.)
(2 P.)

d)

Exercise 2.
So far we used int main(); as signature for the main() function. C++ allows this other signature int main(int
argc, char** argv);. The contents of argc and argv are provided by the operating system. If you call your
program

• argc contains the number of command-line arguments provided by the user

• argv contains a pointer to character arrays (build-in strings) that represent the arguments

If a user performs a call like ./program Hello, the value of argc is 2 and the value of argv[0] is ”program”
as argv[1] is ”Hello”.

Write a small (and not very clever) calculator program, that reads three arguments from the command
line and performs some basic arithmetic with it. The following program call ./calculator value1 op value2
would perform the specified operation op on value1 and value2. Use + for addition, - for subraction,
x for multiplication and / for division. If op is none of the above the program should provide an error
message.
Hint: use the std::stod function to convert a string obtained from argv into a double datatype. It is
probably a good idea to check the number of arguments provided by the user, before you try to read from
argv (remember undefined behavior). (2 P.)

Exercise 3.
Consider the following function, that performs a transformation from polar- to Cartesian coordinates.
#include <cmath> // header is needed for sin() and cos()

... pol2cart(double r, double phi)
{

double x = r ∗ cos(phi);
double y = r ∗ sin(phi);
}

A function in C++ can only return one value. Of course you could wrap x and y into a std::pair or a
similar wrapper type. Can you find another way of getting the values of x and y out of this function (not
using return)? Adjust the above function as necessary. (2 P.)
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Exercise 4.
You should be familiar with Pascal’s triangle from mathematics. Pascal’s triangle looks like following:
1
1 1
1 2 1
1 3 3 1
1 4 6 4 1
1 5 10 10 5 1
...

Implement a function, that uses the variable
vector<vector<unsigned>> pascal(depth, vector<unsigned>(depth,1)); to calculate Pascal’s triangle to
an arbitrary depth provided as a parameter and prints the result to the command line (as shown above,
only print the interesting part). Do not use the binomial coefficient, calculate each row in terms of its
predecessor row. (3 P.)

Exercise 5.
Do exercise 4 of the last exercise sheet! (1 P.)

Exercise 6.
This is an optional exercise: You may have noticed that we wasted memory calculating Pascal’s triangle
by using a n× n matix. We only need a lower triangular matrix with

(n
2

)
= n(n−1)

2 elements in order to
calculate it.

A neat way of doing this is to find a mapping m : N×N 7→ N that maps 2-dimensional coordinates of
a lower triangular matrix to a 1-dimensional coordinate of a vector. Thus we can store the elements in
1-dimension:

T = (t)i j =


1
1 1
1 2 1
... . . .

. . .

=
(
1 1 1 1 2 1 . . .

)

You then calculate pascal’s triangle by just using a variable of type vector<unsigned>. Do so! (0 P.)
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